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Jane has been creating patterns for quilling since 1982. She tries them out on her
classes and then refines them for publication, so they really do work. The
instructions are easy to follow and the results are fun and attractive, however easy or
challenging. Try making some and see!
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QUILLING DVDS & VIDEOS

Jane Jenkins Quilling Books
Price List to 31st July, 2016
If you are ordering after this date, please check prices to avoid delay.

33, Mill Rise, Skidby, Cottingham,
East Yorkshire, HU16 5UA, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1482 843721
Email: info@quilling.karoo.co.uk or pjskidby@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.janejenkinsquillingbooks.com

☺

New Book!
Jane Jenkins’ “Quilled Teddy Bears”

Most of us, at some time, have owned a teddy bear. They’re the
epitome of cuteness. This new book takes you through how to make
all kinds of teddies, for greetings cards, a bookmark, a pencil top, or
to stand up on their own.
For years, Jane has wanted to design a free-standing Quilled Teddy
and she shares the techniques and methods in this book..
You could even adapt the free-standing teddy to have moveable
arms, legs and neck..
(We reserve the right to adjust prices at any time if necessary).
Payment with order please (Cheque, bank transfer or ask for PayPal invoice)
If you haven’t a PayPal account, you can ask for an invoice and still pay
by credit or debit card through PayPal

Jane Jenkins’ FIRST QUILLING DVD (60 min. VHS) - A beautiful gift for
beginners and experienced quillers alike, this DVD is packed with ideas for cards,
pictures, plaques, free-standing, tree-decorations, ornaments and quilled eggs.
Through the making of two beautiful cards, Jane shows Close Loose Coils, rolling
with fingers only, Double Rolling, simple Solid Coils, simple and multi-strip
Alternate Side Looping, Fringed Flowers, "Insect Wing", Spiral Roses and more
(also in NTSC format eg for USA)
FIRST QUILLING DVD £8.00
Jane Jenkins’ SECOND QUILLING DVD - Here's another hour packed with quilling
ideas - Solid Coils, Ring Coils, Open Coils, Filigree Flowers, models, Easter
Bonnets, Finger Puppets, Boxes & Brooches, Free-standing costumed ladies and
everything you need for a quilled Christmas. So much easier to watch quilling being
done and explained in the comfort of your own home! (Also in NTSC format for
USA, etc.)
SECOND QUILLING DVD £8.00
Jane Jenkins’ LOCKING TWEEZER LETTERS DVD - What style there is in a
beautifully written greeting in calligraphy. Jane shows how equally beautiful letters
and numbers can be quilled in paper. Jane has broken each letter part down into one
of four basic shapes. She shows how these can be used to make all letters,
upper and lower case, and numbers, too. The result is stunning and Jane's
instructions can be followed to make all kinds of words for a special occasion or just
for fun,
LOCKING TWEEZER LETTERS DVD £7.50
QUILLING BOOKS
Jane Jenkins’ QUILLING TECHNIQUES AND INSPIRATION - is a colourful and
inspiring textbook full of techniques, new, and traditional, packed with many varied
projects to stretch your quilling skills. A tasteful collection of designs and projects,
with many step-by-step photos, patterns and clear instructions. Learn to make Art
Nouveau and fantasy figures, Victorian fans, candlestick holders and more.
£9.35
Jane Jenkins’ 3D QUILLING - MAKING CHARACTERS - Great fun making finger

puppets, a lanky legged frog, poodles, fairies, angels - lots to do, with clear steps
and beautiful pictures. From the basics to the wow factor.
£7.40
Jane Jenkins’ TECHNIQUES IN QUILLING No.1 - "Fir Trees, Fountains
and Fantasy Flowers" - Whether you are a beginner or experienced quiller, Jane'
book is just for you! The next best thing to a quilling class, its colourful pictures
and easily followed descriptions and illustrations teach you techniques you may
never have seen before and can use in all kinds of designs.
£4.50
Jane Jenkins’ TECHNIQUES IN QUILLING No.2 - "Ballet Shoes, Barrow
and Boot" - Quill pictures of attractive containers from yesteryear, arranged with
flowers - an umbrella, fashion shoe, cup and saucer, ballet shoes, top hat, vase,
watering can, ancient well, vintage pram, boot and teapot - with vegetables for the
wheelbarrow! Colour pictures and detailed designs lead you through a quilling
experience too good to miss!
£4.50
Jane Jenkins’ TECHNIQUES IN QUILLING No.3 - "Eighteen Quilled
Roses" - There are many ways Jane has of making roses - some adapting existing
techniques, some which she has developed herself – all fun, attractive and
effective for all kinds of uses. Quilling and other techniques are here to whet the
appetite and exercise the fingers. Full colour pictures and easy to follow designs
make learning the roses enjoyable for all.
£3.05
Jane Jenkins’ TECHNIQUES IN QUILLING No.4 - "Pixie-hood Looping" Looking at an antique quilling, Jane found an example of a technique she didn’t
expect to see there. Lots of experimenting later, here are the beautiful variations
she found - a great addition to your quilling repertoire.
£3.60
☺  Jane Jenkins’ QUILLED TEDDY BEARS - TheTeddy Bears in this book
are the epitome of cuteness. Jane takes you through how to make all kinds of
teddies, for greetings cards, a bookmark, a pencil top, and how to make Teddies
that stand up on their own!
£4.50
Jane Jenkins’ BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL - Brighten your day with these 8
beautiful cards. Choose the most colourful papers and make 8 stunning pictures.
Try using Fluorescent, Two-tone and Metallic Edged strips, for maximum effect.
Techniques described.
£2.45
Jane Jenkins’ 3D QUILLED CARDS FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS - For
when your friendship is not flat but has depth – like the cards you can make with
this book of 3D quilled patterns and hints. Impress your friends with great cards
for weddings, new baby, Valentine, etc.
£3.05
Jane Jenkins’ SIX GARDEN BIRDS - Learn to make six delightful and
realistic pictures of British garden birds, with techniques, clear patterns and
instructions.
£2.70
Jane Jenkins’ BRITISH WILD FLOWERS - 13 British Wild Flowers, such as
you see growing at the margins of fields, in the hedgerows and in the corners of
gardens. These pretty flowers have delighted us for centuries - some mentioned
by Shakespeare. Clear instructions.
£2.45

A set of flower name stickers for your cards

50p

Jane Jenkins’ FRINGED FLOWER HYBRIDS - 27 or more Fringed Flower
techniques, bringing you right up-to-date to the present time! This beautiful
colour book explores the many fringing variations, and has patterns and pictures
so that you have all the information you need.
£4.50
Jane Jenkins’ ‘QUILL-IT-YOURSELF IN COLOUR’ BOOKS –
☺  Jane Jenkins’ LETTERS AND NUMBERS - There are many times when
you want to quill a name or age on a card. This book has Capital and Small
letters, as well as a choice of designs for numbers. There are pictures of cards,
suggesting how to use letters and numbers and suggested strip sizes.
£2.70
24 GREETINGS CARD DESIGNS - Here is the first of the series of ‘Quill-itYourself’ books, with colour pictures and instructions, It has all 16 simpler
patterns from ‘Quill-It-Yourself’ Greetings Cards 1 & 2, plus 8 more (a bit more
advanced) original designs.
£2.70
22 FLOWER DESIGNS - This book is all of Flowers 1, 2 and 3, with clear
instructions and colour pictures. There are flowers for many occasions, from
simple to more challenging ones, fun or classy, all suitable for cards, pictures, or
decorating pretty wooden boxes, etc.
£2.70
ROBINS, PENGUINS AND SNOWMEN - Cute Christmas characters feature
a lot in Christmas cards. Here are three of them in 23 simple, fun to make
pictures - great for gift tags, too. Techniques explained and clear patterns.
£2.70
23 CHRISTMAS DESIGNS - This book has all kinds of Christmas card designs
(from Q-I-Y Christmas 1, 2 and 3), bright, glitzy and fun to more traditional.
Great for beginners as well as experienced quillers – easy to make and a joy to
receive! Techniques explained and clear patterns.
£2.70
30 BEGINNERS’ DESIGNS - These are our Beginners’ Designs but in colour,
with added patterns. Great for learners, these designs are fun and easy to make.
With colour pictures, clear patterns and simple instructions, this book is for
twiddlers of any age to make cards to thrill your friends and family.
£2.70
OWLS & FROGS, CATS & MICE - Owls, Frogs, Cats and Mice are some of
the most popular subjects when quilling simple cards. Suitable for different
occasions, these cards are fun and endearing; with instructions.
£2.70
18 QUILLED FIGURES - This book has all kinds of ‘Quilled Figures’.
‘Costumed’, ‘Fancy Dressed’ and ‘Christmas Figures’ books combine to make
this a great book for card making. Figures are from the past, with suitable
costumes; Victorian and Edwardian ladies, Wizard, Mermaid, Santa, Angel,

Choirboy, Skater, etc.

£2.70

SANTAS, SNOWFLAKES & SEASONAL TREES - This book is Santa's
Christmas treat! Loads of card-making ideas in colour, from ‘Silly Santas’, and
‘Filigree Snow-flakes’ and with lots of new Christmas trees added.
£2.70
30 SPRINGTIME DESIGNS - ‘Springtime, Funny Bunnies, Dizzy Ducklings,
and Cheeky Chicks’ are combined to make this bumper colour book!
£2.70
CONNIE & CONNOR - SPORT & PASTIMES - Great fun. Dimensional
quillings are increasingly popular. These lovable characters start as Cone Coils
and finish as greetings cards. They play golf, tennis or skate, bake cakes, grow
flowers, shop or even make their own cards!
£2.70
Jane Jenkins’ QUILLING PAPER SPREUERS - Jane has developed this
traditional Swiss straw-work technique to make beautiful cards with paper
quilling strips. There are a baker’s dozen of designs. Just read and follow the
instructions - no experience needed, just an onion holder from JJ Quilling Design,
papers and PVA glue,
£3.60
Jane Jenkins’ 59 GREATEST QUILLING TIPS - Jane has over 30 years’
experience of teaching quilling and has lots of tips to help improve your quilling
or make it easier. These hints and tips could help beginners or experienced
quillers to make their finished quillings interesting and accomplished.
£4.50
Jane Jenkins’ SHINY CHRISTMAS SPREUERS – Jane’s Spreuer patterns
are so popular. See how striking Mirror Strips are for Christmas Spreuers, or use
other two sided strips like ‘Two-tone’ for different effects. Easy to follow
instructions, no previous experience needed. Use Extra Strong glue with 2mm
and 3mm Mirror Strips mixed packs; You will need an onion holder, too, all of
which JJ Quilling Design can supply.
£2.70
 Jane Jenkins’ FAVOURITES FOR QUILLING - These are 20 of our favourite
designs, popular as a next step for beginners. Now a book with colour pictures and clear
patterns, which combines two previous booklets. Cat, Dog, 4 Flower designs, 2 Butterflies,
2 Frogs, Donkey Foal, Fish, Sea Horse, Crinoline Lady, Clown, 2 Owls, Kingfisher, Robin
and Hot Air Balloon; some simpler than others, all using Closed Loose Coils. Have fun
varying colours for a variety of cards and pictures.
£3.60
 Jane Jenkins’ JOLLY JOGGLE EYE DESIGNS FOR QUILLING – have fun

quilling cute characters using joggly Joggle Eyes. 32 great little designs for all
seasons; plants and creatures, vehicles and whimsical things, with clear patterns,
handy techniques and colour pictures.
£2.45
 Jane Jenkins’ QUILLINGS - SWEET & SIMPLE - Here are sixteen beautiful
designs which can be made relatively quickly but look special enough for anyone
to be delighted to receive one. Colour pictures and clear designs are ‘sweet and
simple’ to follow. If you are making lots of cards and time is pressing, this book
is for you.
£3.60
 Jane Jenkins’ CHRISTMAS CUTIE QUEUES - This book of Christmas card
ideas concentrates on the simple but super 'Cutie Queues' idea. Eight Christmas
card designs, each featuring cute creatures, all in a row, to bring a smile to your
face and make your fingers itch to make a start.
£2.45
 Jane Jenkins’ 80 QUILLED GIFT TAGS - Yes, a book with more than 80
Gift Tags for you to make, with beautiful colour illustrations and clear designs, for
all those interested in tiny designs. Each quilled in a matter of minutes, these
ideas are excellent for birthdays, anniversaries, baby arrivals, Easter, Christmas and any other time of the year! You can even use them for a quick greetings card,
too, if you like.
£4.50
Jane Jenkins’ FRINGED GARDEN FLOWERS - 12 Fringed Flowers which
are each designed to be as alike as possible to the real flower pictured beside it.
Techniques and tips, with clear designs, colour pictures. You can see the real
plants on TV gardening programmes. (See also our book ‘Fringed Flower
Hybrids’.)
£3.60
Set of one of each flower name stickers 30p
Jane Jenkins’ PATTERN PACKS - Each A4 sized pack in the series has four
attractive, varied, well tested designs. Inside the re-sealable pack are approx.
actual sized colour illustrations with full patterns and helpful notes to guide you
through making your four finished quillings. There is also an invaluable set of
pages explaining techniques we have found most useful or have developed. Great
for those with a little quilling experience. Choose from:
‘Flowers A’, ‘Flowers B’, ‘Flowers C’, ‘Flowers D’, ‘Animals’, ‘Christmas A’,
‘Christmas B - Angels’, ‘Side by Side Looping Flowers’, ‘Thoughtful Greetings’,
‘Musical Greetings A’, ‘Musical Greetings B’ and ‘Musical Greetings – Carols’.
£3.00
 Jane Jenkins’ INSTRUCTION BOOKS - The  FIRST BOOK teaches basic
quilling in easy stages, simple and light-hearted for beginners of all ages, much
liked for its easy steps, with detailed diagrams and designs (rolling with or
without tools). The SECOND BOOK teaches "Open Coils", the THIRD BOOK,
"Wheatear and Finger Coils” and the FOURTH BOOK, "Tight Coils". Why not
try the FIFTH BOOK, "Quilled Eggs", too?
£2.45
 Specialist Craft’s “INTRODUCTION TO QUILLING” - written by Jane
Jenkins. This colourful booklet takes you through the basics of Closed Loose and
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